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School Forward 
 

We are pleased to present both our Standards and Quality Report for Session 2020– 

2021 and our School Improvement plan for the current session 2021 -2022.  This 

report forms part of our quality improvement framework and provides important 

information regarding our schools’ progress to date and identifies our next steps in 

school improvement. 

Self-Evaluation for Self-Improvement is at the heart of our practice in Uryside 

School. We continue to develop our practice in making robust use of evidence as a 

basis for judgements regarding the impact of our work on our learners.  

How are we doing?  

How do we know? 

What are we going to do now? 

Looking inwards to analyse our work  

Looking outwards to find out more about what is working well for others locally and 

nationally  

Looking forwards to gauge what continuous improvement might look like in the 

longer term 

At Uryside School we continue to be committed to working closely with our 

community and all other stakeholders that support the education we provide.  

Together we are working hard to ensure all our pupils get the best possible start in 

life and are enabled and encouraged to maximize their potential. 

We realise that within education things never stand still or stay the same.  We 

continue to strive to meet the changes and challenges.  Through this document we 

hope that you will get a sense of our developments, successes and areas for further 

growth. 

 

Mrs Kim Dodd 

Head Teacher 

 

 

 

  



The School and its context  
 

Vision for the school 

Our School worked together (Parents, Pupils and Staff) to create our vision and values 
shown below. These are now exemplified daily across the school through our curriculum, 
pupil opportunities and whole school assemblies. We aim to have high standards and 
encourage children to “do their best” to be a valued member of the community.  
 
We use the language of the values in almost all interactions with pupils. We use them in 
most of our interactions with parents and they are regularly referred to when we are in 
collegiate and development meetings. They are well known by all who are in the school on a 
daily basis. All staff have the vision and values on their lanyards and refer to them frequently 
with individuals and groups.  

Vision 

‘Working together, learning for life’ 

 

Our vision is for all pupils to thrive in our happy, safe, inclusive and nurturing school 

environment, not only academically but as confident individuals ready to actively 

grasp and follow their dreams in the future.  

 

Values that underpin our work 

‘Uryside pupils are: - supported, kind, resilient, growing and challenged’ 

 

• SUPPORTED  

Everyone Working Together – we include and support each other every step of the 

way. 

• KIND  

Showing kindness – we care for each other. We are polite, respectful and listen to 

each other. 

• RESILIENT   

Learning from our mistakes – I will try again! I am learning! 

• GROWING   

Learning for life – developing the skills for learning, life and work. 

• CHALLENGED 

Doing our best and aiming high  - we challenge ourselves. 

 

What do we aim to achieve for our children/pupils? 

• To create an environment where everyone feels valued, respected, happy, safe and 
secure. 

• To provide learning opportunities where every child is inspired and motivated to 
reach their full potential. 

• To equip children with the skills for learning, life and work. 

• To recognise and celebrate successes and achievements. 

• To develop good working partnerships in school and with the wider school 
community. 

• To aim high and continually strive for improvement 
 



What is the ethos at Uryside School? 
 
Uryside School is a school where everyone works together as a community to create an 
ethos where all the children are nurtured, respected, included, inspired and motivated in 
reaching their full potential, not only academically, but as confident individuals ready to 
actively grasp and follow their dreams in the future.  Uryside School is a caring and inclusive 
school.  Children, staff, parents and the community are valued as individuals, and 
achievements are recognised and celebrated.  When the children of Uryside leave the 
school, they know how to learn, they thrive on challenge, they are ambitious, they have high 
self-esteem and know how to make the right choices as responsible citizens.  Uryside strives 
for excellence and actively welcomes and values the contributions of children, parents, staff 
and the wider community. 

 

Context  

Uryside School is a rapidly growing Primary and Nursery school serving the town of Inverurie 

and the surrounding rural area. The school was opened in October 2017 to create provision 

for the new housing developments on the east of Inverurie as well as the school community 

previously at Market Place School. There are currently 406 pupils on the Primary roll and 66 

in Nursery. The current Head Teacher came into post in January 2019. There are two 

Depute Head Teachers, one of which was appointed to Market Place School in August 2014 

and the other in August 2019.  The catchment consists mainly of established and newly 

developed private housing, social housing and the farming community. There are currently 2 

Nursery classes and 16 Primary classes, a mixture of straight year groups and composite 

classes. The staff consist of a non-teaching Head Teacher, 1.8 Depute Head Teachers, 1.0 

SfL teacher, 8 full-time permanent teachers, 3 full-time temporary teachers, 2 probationer 

teachers and 10 part-time teachers. Classes are supported by a team of Pupil Support 

Assistants – 3 full-time and 2 part time permanent and 4 temporary funded members of staff. 

Cluster resource Intervention and Prevention teacher and Pupil Support Worker work closely 

with class teachers, as do our partners from EAL, SaLT, Language Outreach, CAMHS, 

Educational Psychology, Social Services and the School Nursing service. The school is 

supported by 1 full-time administrator, 1 part-time clerical assistant, 1 part-time janitor, 8 

catering staff and 4 cleaners. Nursery staff include 1 full time senior practitioner, 2 full time 

lead practitioners, 6 full time practitioners, 2 part time practitioners and a full time Assistant 

practitioner.  The collegiate ethos between staff is positive despite an extensive period of 

change in recent years.   

The new building currently offers us very generous accommodation. Currently there are 16 
classrooms in the Primary in full-time use, allowing plenty of scope for additional classrooms 
and break-out spaces to be used as shared spaces. Specialist visitors are able to use 
separate accommodation, as is the ASL teacher. The attached Nursery accommodation 
allows the children there to play a full part in the life of the wider school whilst still being able 
to maintain their autonomy and increased security. Communal space is generous but 
supervision of the outdoor areas is challenging due to the size, layout and the restricted 
number of support staff allocated to the school.  
 
The school receives Pupil Equity Fund money from the government.  This money is intended 
to support activities which are planned to reduce the so-called attainment gap between 
areas of deprivation and more affluent areas. 
 
SIMD data for this area is incomplete due to ongoing house building. We know our children 
and their circumstances well. We make a point of getting to know parents of new families 
and their ‘story’. Most have not moved from within the immediate locality and do not have 



established connections within the school. All relevant information is shared with staff and 
there is a good understanding of the demographic circumstances and needs of the pupils 
overall. Targeting of funding is based on this information, partner agency information and 
free school meals data. 

We have focussed this resource on continuing to develop maths mastery, develop 
enjoyment of an engagement with reading to raise attainment for all, support children back to 
the routines of school and close gaps after lockdowns, and developing nurturing practices 
through parent engagement activities. Individual needs are also targeted through temporary 
additional PSA resourcing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Impact of our developments - Primary 
In this section we will outline the Targets we set last session and identify the progress we have made during session 2019-2020. 

Key priority 2020-2021 

 
 

Key actions undertaken 

 
 

Impact (achieved throughout 2020-2021) 
 

To improve pupil involvement in 
the learning process 
 
 

Reviewed current practice to ensure there were regular 
opportunities for pupils to take on leadership roles 
throughout the year. 
CLPL sessions with staff limited over the session, to 
develop further with the support of HMIE. 

Opportunities for pupils limited given current 
pandemic.  To develop further as restrictions ease. 

To improve pupil awareness of 
their own health and wellbeing 
and it’s impact on their outcomes.  
 

Whole school focus on emotional check-ins daily and how 
this impacts their learning. This was especially supported 
during periods of home learning. 
Whole school focus on the SHANARRI indicators. 
We have developed our understanding of outdoor learning 
as a staff and effective resources have been created in 
order to ensure that consistency.  
Staff trained in nurturing techniques and principles.  
Staff trained in Trauma Informed Practice. 
Staff buddy scheme introduced to support staff wellbeing.  
Treehouse resource purchased to support staff and pupil 
wellbeing. 
Focus on staff wellbeing to support colleagues through the 
impact of the pandemic. 
 
 

Pupils more confident in talking about their feeling, 
their actions resulting from their emotions and the 
impact on their learning. This has resulted in a greater 
understanding of pupil worries and concerns.  
Improved use of taught strategies to support 
emotional wellbeing and resilience. 
Raised awareness of the SHANARRI indicators. Most 
pupils now fully conversant with these. 
Greater engagement with the outdoors has improved 
teacher and pupil confidence and promoted a sense of 
wellbeing.  
Training has resulted in more nurturing classrooms 
and a higher incidence of staff identifying potential 
challenges for pupils. 
Buddy scheme has brought different groups of staff 
closer and built new relationships. Staff has reported 
feeling more supported, especially during lockdown.  



To improve outdoor learning 
across the school with a focus on 
Literacy and Numeracy. 
 

Outdoor progression created and shared with classes. 
Outdoor resources sourced to be utilised by all classes. 
Parent working group created and used to create a 
composter, clear the raised beds and polytunnel. 
Outdoor learning areas created within the playground – 
blackboards, seating areas, sandpits and pond. 
Outdoor learning sheds purchased and set up to store 
equipment and utilise as classrooms. 
Modelling of outdoor learning lessons to support class 
teachers in delivering this independently.   
 

More opportunities and awareness of outdoor learning 
experiences that can be used to support the 
curriculum.  Class teachers are beginning to see that it 
is part of the curriculum and not a stand-alone subject.  
As well as developing literacy and numeracy through 
outdoor learning, children have developed their mental 
health and wellbeing through being outside.  Staff 
have greater confidence in continuing to provide 
outdoor learning sessions in future years. 



How good is our leadership and approach to improvement? 

QI 1.3 Leadership of change  
Developing a shared vision, values and aims relevant to the school and its community 
Strategic planning for continuous improvement 
Implementing improvement and change 

Relevant NIF priority: All 
Relevant NIF driver(s): School leadership, Teacher professionalism, School 
improvement 
Level of quality for core QI:  Good 
(HGIOS?4/HGIOELC? 1-6 scale) 

How well are you doing? 
What’s working well for your learners?  

• Clear Vision, Values and Aims(V,V,A) are established involving all stakeholders. These 
were reviewed by staff and pupils in 2018-19, encouraging high expectations, a sense of 
pride and belonging and a positive school ethos.  

• Strong pupil voice is ensuring our vision - ‘Working together, Learning for life’ - and Values 
are embedded.   

• Our Vision, Values and Aims are aligned with the key messages in ‘Getting It Right For 
Every Child’, are embedded in our curriculum rationale and through the life and work of the 
school.  

• Effective consultation and partnership working with parents is an ongoing feature of 
practice at Uryside School. Responses are used to inform future action and bring about 
improvements.  

• All staff know their children well. They have knowledge of the social and economic context 
of the school to allow them to lead the learning and identify appropriate interventions for 
their own classes.  

• All staff are effectively involved in self-evaluation and improvement planning, drawing on a 
range of evidence.  Systems are in place to provide direction as we strive to raise 
attainment.   

• The Senior Leadership Team (SLT) have clear remits and guide the strategic direction and 
pace of change confidently. SLT have high expectations of themselves and others.  

• The Senior Leadership Team worked in a coordinated and systematic manner to manage 
the challenges of covid-19 throughout the year. This resulted in clear instruction and 
expectations for the whole school community (including regular risk assessment review) 
that was communicated to all.   

• There is an ethos of professional engagement and collegiate working from staff.  
Professional dialogue at all levels is committed, focused and linked to the school 
improvement plan to improve outcomes for learners.    

• There is a committed staff team who work collaboratively to effect change and recognise 
the need for continuous improvement. Staff engage with HGIOS4 and HGIOELC as 
appropriate to support dialogue and self-evaluation. 

• Opportunities for leadership at all levels to drive improvements. Two teachers completed 
Into Headship training. 1 teacher started middle leadership training. Most staff showed 
very good leadership skills during the pandemic, taking initiative to give their pupils the 
very best learning possible in very challenging circumstances. The Head Teacher engaged 
with the Excellence in Headship Stretch programme. 

• Professional Review and Development (PRD) and Employee Annual Review (EAR) of all 
staff is conducted annually taking into account personal development needs and school 
improvement priorities with agreed targets to improve outcomes.   



• Cluster Head teachers work collaboratively to build consistency across the local school 
network.  

• Pupils – assisted by their teachers and parents – have taken greater ownership of their 
learning over the last year. This has been greatly impacted by covid-19 lockdowns and the 
need to learn virtually. 

• Pupils have experienced more autonomy and choice in their learning – where, how and 
what. This has worked well for many of our pupils, although there is a significant minority 
who did not engage well with remote learning. 

• In school, we have been unable to continue fully with the pupil groups and the impact of 
the House system has been much diluted due to the disruption of the pandemic. This is 
being picked up again for the 2020-21 session and will be expanded using pupil 
suggestions. 

• Core curriculum areas were prioritized throughout periods of home learning and regular 
consultation with pupils, parents and staff determined the focus, presentation, 
communication and quantity of learning.  

How do you know? 
What evidence do you have of positive impact on learners?  

• Pupils joining the school integrated with kindness, understanding and partnership with 
parents. 

• V,V,A displayed from Nursery to P7, referred to in almost all classes and linked to learning, 
teaching and wider achievements. 

• P7 house captains attend SLT meetings to work as senior leaders of the school, ensuring 
we work as a learning community. 

• Values referred to in class through feedback to pupils 
• Values referred to in interactions in the playground, assemblies, when negotiating pupil 

relationships and behaviour issues. 
• Pupil focus groups initiated. 
• Pupil empowerment impacted provision of school catering. 
• Learning in the Early level is becoming increasingly pupil led. Nursery and P1 use play-

based approaches that allow for a lot of pupil choice. 
• Vision and Values regularly referred to in school newsletters, assemblies, classrooms and 

in pupil reports.  
• Parent surveys, parental feedback from events, parent focus groups, social media, parent 

comments on Seesaw and pupil reports, Parent Council participation in development of the 
school all encompass the voice of the parent body. Data gained from parent feedback is 
used to inform the way forward. 

• SIMD data and knowledge of pupil lives is shared with staff. This -  along with professional 
dialogue at planning, assessment, attainment and achievement tracking meetings and at 
Pupil Support staff meetings relating to barriers to learning - all help to ensure each pupil is 
considered as an individual with a unique learning journey.   

• Analysis of data both for cohorts and across different cohorts of pupils informs plans for 
improvement. 

• Self-Evaluation activity evidence i.e. attainment data, pupil needs analysis, questionnaires 
for both early years setting and primary, pupil and parent council feedback, class 
observations and work sampling.    

• Use of guidance documentation such as HGIOS/HGIOELCC. 
• Collegiate and SLT meetings are very focused on driving the improvement plan and this is 

reflected in the meeting minutes.  
• Collegiate calendar.  
• Organisational Calendar.  
• Inclusion of P7 House Captains in SLT meetings.  
• Discussions at collegiate meetings and cluster activities.  



• Collaborative planning.  
• Aspects of moderation are embedded in practice. SLT & staff meetings are minuted. 
• Pupils empowered to lead through House system, pupil groups, focus groups, surveys. 
• Leadership opportunities available to all pupils through community café, assemblies, 

enterprise activities, open events, performances and fundraising.  
• Parents encouraged to initiate and lead new developments eg Parent ASN Support Group, 

Chinese lunchtime club, library improvements, Parent Forum. 
• Distributive leadership is exemplified by school development interests linked to PDRS. 

Examples include music, visual art, digital technology, preview learning, 2+1, health and 
wellbeing, reading and family nurture developments. This work is shared through collegiate 
development meetings and documentation. 

• Pupil Support staff lead on management and organisation of positive playground 
experiences and soft starts for vulnerable pupils. 

• Staff cascade learning at collegiate meetings. 
• Team teaching and collaborative planning within and across year groups. 
• Staff encouraged to develop professionally and increase levels of responsibility.  
• Whole School QA calendar, CPL opportunities and peer observations linked to both 

improvement plan and PRD.   
• Cluster training in LIAM awareness and practitioners accessible to all schools.   
• Numeracy development group has been formed. 
• SeeSaw and homework strategy has been adopted by whole cluster.  
• Collaborative training opportunities in place with cluster schools. 
• Pupils are very keen to see pupil groups and House activities resume. 

• Pupils have returned to school positively and there have been very few unexpected 
challenges for pupils.  

• Staff members have volunteered in greater numbers to take on leadership opportunities 
across the school. 

• There is evidence that pupil attainment in key subjects did not drop generally throughout 
the disruption and in some classes actually improved.  

•  There was little evidence of pupil or parent anxiety about pupils safety from the virus in 
school. Almost all pupils returned to school once restrictions changed. 

• Through surveys, feedback from parents, staff and pupils was positive on the provision of 
home learning and arrangements for ensuring mitigations in school were in place were 
very positive.  

What are you going to do now? 
What are your improvement priorities in this area? 

• Continue to revisit V, V,A to ensure they are embedded in daily practice and life of the 
school.  

• Continue to extend range of leadership opportunities available to pupils. 
• Extend pupils focus groups to include peer exchange and action. 
• Introduce ‘How Good Is OUR School’ beyond Pupil Council to focus pupil involvement and 

further strengthen pupil voice next session.  
• All stakeholders to be involved in refinement of curriculum rationale to ensure a shared 

understanding of what we want for our learners in our changing and evolving community. 
This will include discussion at parent council, pupil council, staff development and 
assemblies 

• During ‘open school’ events, curriculum rationale to be explicitly shared and exemplified by 
staff with parents, carers and partners. 

• Continue to develop the visibility of our vision and values in all we do.  
• Explore alternative means of capturing community voice to contribute to our improvement 

agenda. For example, we plan to have a ‘World Café’ event to gather the views of 



representatives of all stakeholders and community partners towards the development of 
our 5 year strategic development plan. To hopefully take place in Term 3 2021-22 

• Refine our gathering of data about wider achievement for individual pupils. 
• We will continue to consider different cohorts when reviewing attainment across the school 

to identify any particular trends. 
• Increase opportunities to measure and reflect on the impact of improvement work 

undertaken.  
• Provide opportunities for Head Teacher and Deputes to engage in professional dialogue 

with other cluster school leadership teams to establish a supportive leadership network 
and promote cluster working. 

• Continue to increase and embed empowerment for all stakeholders. 
• Extend team teaching opportunities and embed collaborative planning at all levels.     
• Review school QA calendar to take account of recent changes to improved approaches to 

reporting to parents and other school improvements.    
• Cluster Numeracy group to develop a coordinated strategy to ensure consistent 

experience for pupils transitioning to Secondary school. 
• Develop close working partnership with a neighbouring school and extend opportunities for 

staff to collaborate with cluster colleagues.  
• We will reinstate all pupil groups and expand these to reflect the opinions of pupils.  

• House committees will draw up formal job descriptions and influence the election of office 
bearers.  

• P5 pupils will have the opportunity to become Rotakids and act as agents of change. 
• One teacher will undertake the Into Headship programme. Two teachers will complete their 

Scottish Qualification for Headship. The Head Teacher will continue to engage with the 
Excellence in Headship Stretch programme, delivering to the Scottish Government in 
December 2021. Opportunities for career development will continue to be highlighted to all 
staff. 

• Pupil Voice and Learner Engagement will continue to be a key focus for all staff through 
professional learning opportunities and peer support program.  

• Distributive leadership will be promoted across the school for all stakeholders.  



How good is the quality of care and education we offer? 
 

QI 2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment  
Learning and engagement 
Quality of teaching 
Effective use of assessment 
Planning, tracking and monitoring 

Relevant NIF priority: All 
Relevant NIF driver(s): Teacher professionalism, School leadership, Parental 
engagement, Assessment of children’s progress 
Level of quality for core QI:  Satisfactory 
(HGIOS?4/HGIOELC? 1-6 scale) 

How well are you doing? 
What’s working well for your learners?  

• The ethos of Uryside School is warm, positive, nurturing and promotes mutually respectful 
relationships. Almost all pupils engage well with learning experiences, are eager to learn 
and are motivated and involved in their own learning. This was also evident during our 
period on home learning where the majority of pupils were engaged in live lessons as well 
as pre-recorded lessons and activities. On return to school from the period of home 
learning, most pupils continued to progress with a short period of revision. 

• There has continued to be a growing emphasis on appropriate pace and challenge across 
all stages within the school. 

• Pupil voice has been recognised throughout the school. Pupils are given the opportunity to 
lead their own learning by sharing their ideas, suggesting what they would like to learn and 
being involved in decision making for resources used. 

• Pupil choice is a key aspect of pupils learning and teaching in the Early Years through the 
play-based approach. All learning is based around the pupils’ needs and interests. 

• Pupils are becoming more confident when talking about their learning. Most pupils can 
identify what they are learning and why. They can also identify their next steps to meet 
their personal targets. 

• Pupils are encouraged to become independent learners throughout the school. Their 
independence is increasing in relation to school and class rules and routines, their 
individual learning as well as choosing and identifying the correct next steps. 

• AIFL and feedback is considered appropriately throughout all stages within the school. 
Feedback continued during home learning in various ways. Different approaches are used 
depending on the stage and needs of the individual pupils.  

• Differentiation exists across all classes within the school and can be evident in many 
different ways. This differentiation was continued during home learning where lessons 
assigned were differentiated for different abilities and a range of live lessons were carried 
out to cater for the varying needs of pupils within each class. Staff made a conscious effort 
to provide differentiated learning opportunities to support the pupils during home learning. 

• Most pupils understand what peer/self-assessment is and can carry it out effectively to 
benefit their own and others learning. 

• Learning intentions and success criteria are used throughout the school, again in different 
formats, to support pupils in their learning. 

• All staff are aware of effective use of questioning and most use this during teaching and 
learning experiences to extend learning and to promote discussion. As well as staff, pupils 
are encouraged to question their own learning and that of others. 



• All pupils in the school have regular opportunities to work individually, in pairs, in groups or 
as a whole class. Although, working with other classes has not been possible this year due 
to classes staying in ‘bubbles’, all classes would normally have the opportunity to work with 
other classes. During home learning, most staff provided a range of learning opportunities 
where pupils could work individually, as a group or as a whole class ‘virtually’. 

• Staff work collegiately within their stage to plan appropriate and successful teaching and 
learning opportunities as well as carry out assessment through moderation. 

• All staff use a variety of assessment approaches, including both formative and summative 
to allows pupils to demonstrate their learning.  

• All staff know their pupils very well and are quick to identify potential barriers. These are 
discussed and monitored collegiately within a stage as well as being discussed with SLT to 
ensure timely action is taken to reduce any barriers. Evidence of impact of interventions is 
reviewed regularly to identify next steps. 

• Almost all staff have confidence in using a wide range of assessment data including 
standardised assessment results. These results are used to identify next steps for the 
individuals learning. 

• Termly tracking supports pupils progress in learning and allows staff to identify where the 
pupils are and where they need to go next. This also allows the opportunity for staff to 
meet collegiately and professionally in their stage to ensure a consistent approach towards 
assessment is used. 

• Professional dialogue is on-going to support and improve teaching, learning and 
assessment. 

• Digital technology is used to support learning across all classes. This was particularly 
evident during home learning. The majority of pupils engaged enthusiastically to home 
learning and communication between school and home was all carried out digitally.  

• Parents/carers and pupils share learning using a digital platform – Seesaw. All staff, pupils 
and parents engage positively with this platform and it has been used highly effectively 
both during home learning as well as in school. Pupils can independently upload work they 
have done in class to share at home. Likewise, they are confident when sharing work they 
have done at home with their teacher via the Seesaw platform. 

• All staff’s digital skills have improved greatly this year and now feel more confident when 
using digital technology within teaching and learning opportunities.  

• All staff and pupils ensure there are opportunities to develop skills for learning, life and 
work.  

• Outdoor learning has been developed hugely this year with a lot of time and money being 
invested in providing appropriate resources for successful outdoor learning to take place. 
Staff have had outdoor learning training sessions and opportunities to support their 
confidence to teach outdoor learning. 

How do you know? 
What evidence do you have of positive impact on learners?  

 

• QA processes taking place throughout the school year.   
• Pupils have regular opportunities to engage in and lead assessment through various self 

and peer assessment approaches. 
• Due to increased pupil voice and independence, pupils are becoming more aware of their 

own strengths and areas for development. 

• Pupils are encouraged to talk more about their learning, allowing them to have a deeper 

understanding of knowledge and skills.  

• Staff working collegiately has been improved hugely this year where staff work together in 

their stage to plan, assess, and share good practice. During the period of home learning, 

collegiate planning was a key element to the success of the delivery of home learning. 

Staff worked collegiately in their stage to plan appropriate teaching and learning and to 



share workload. Staff strengths and interests were considered carefully to provide the best 

opportunity for the pupils. 

• Although peer observations have not been possible this year due the ‘bubble’ restrictions, 
this would normally happen. 

• SLT carried out observations during home learning. 

• Aberdeenshire frameworks and national benchmarks are used to inform planning and 
identify appropriate next steps thus ensuring progression in learning across the school. 

• Staff plan collegiately to support moderation of practice and ensure a shared 
understanding of expected standards.   

• National benchmarks and local frameworks are used to support professional judgements 
made and make informed decisions on where pupils are in their learning.    

• Uryside has an agreed assessment calendar which shares key areas of focus throughout 
the school year. This ensures consistency throughout the school of what is assessed and 
when. 

• PEF is used to support staff to plan interventions to overcome any barriers faced e.g. the 
development of the outdoor learning.  

• Professional dialogue ongoing throughout the session.  
• Termly tracking meetings are held with staff. This is carried out within the stage team 

themselves as well as with a member of SLT. 
• SNSA and other assessment data is considered by all staff. This is used to inform next 

steps in learning by class teachers. These results are also discussed and reviewed with 
SLT. 

• Consideration of trends in data are used appropriately to inform future improvement 
planning.  

• Digital technology has been used highly effectively this year. During the period of home 
learning this was the main platform for teaching and learning. It was used highly 
successfully and has been continued to be used when back in school. Staff, pupils and 
parents are more confident when engaging in the range of digital teaching and learning 
opportunities. 

• Technology is used to support targeted interventions planned for (Read, Write, Gold).   
• Feedback from parents/carers around the use of Seesaw to share learning, progress and 

feedback is very positive. This can be evident in high engagement with the platform from 
parents and staff also comment very positively on the platform. 

• Twitter and Facebook are used to promote school learning and achievements. 
• Member of teaching staff has been identified to develop outdoor learning within this 

previous year. This has provided a huge range of teaching and learning opportunities as 

well as a range of new outdoor resources to support the promotion of outdoor learning. 

What are you going to do now? 
What are your improvement priorities in this area? 

• Embed agreed processes and practice in relation to feedback and pupil voice to support 
pupils appropriately.  

• Continue to ensure pupils are given the opportunity to lead their own learning by carrying 
out regular learning conversations with pupils. 

• Ensure consistency with pupil voice throughout the school. Pupil voice will look different at 
different stages, therefore staff should identify how pupil voice is embedded within 
teaching and learning in their environment.  

• Continue to develop pupil groups, such as enterprise group, pupil council, etc. Evaluate 
the effectiveness of these groups and identify next steps for the groups to ensure work 
carried out is having an impact.   

• Embed the practice around co-construction LI/SC is in place in order to ensure there is 
consistency across all classes.  

• Continue to improve pedagogical practice and improve outcomes for all learners. 



• Continue to develop moderation processes and practice looking beyond the school to 
promote effective learning and teaching going forward.  Continue training for staff around 
assessment incorporating support from local authority QAMSOs.  

• Continue to familiarise all staff with the interrogation of SNSA data.  
• Continue to work with community partners to ensure there is a less adhoc approach to 

business/DYW links working towards longer term planned opportunities.  
• Continue to embed outdoor learning within classes weekly timetables. Encourage staff to 

make use of the fantastic new outdoor learning resources available.  
• If restrictions allow, provide opportunities for staff to carry out peer observations to 

encourage them to share good practise.  
• Encourage staff with strengths and talents to take a lead on aspects of teaching, learning 

and assessment.  
• Develop cluster wide links to develop networking between staff and stages. This link would 

allow opportunities to share good practise and approaches as well as the opportunity to 
moderate assessment approaches. 



How good are we at improving outcomes for all our learners? 
 

QI 3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion  
Wellbeing 
Fulfilment of statutory duties 
Inclusion and equality 

Relevant NIF priority: All 
Relevant NIF driver(s): Assessment of children’s progress, School improvement, 
Performance information 
Level of quality for core QI:  Good 
(HGIOS?4/HGIOELC? 1-6 scale) 

How well are you doing? 
What’s working well for your learners?  

 

• Staff at Uryside School work hard to build strong relationships with learners and their 

families.  This allows them to offer support as necessary.  

• All staff show a good knowledge of the community they serve. 

• There is an ethos of support for all pupils and staff in school. 

• A whole school behaviour policy is in place which promotes positive behaviour. Staff are 

aware of the steps in the policy and supported by SLT as necessary.  

• Positive behaviour expectations were made clear during online learning and each class 

constructed a charter for online meets. 

• Child Protection training is completed yearly.  All staff are aware of the policies and 

procedures in place. Staff are vigilant and report concerns swiftly.  This continued during 

online learning with any attendance concerns being shared on a weekly basis and any 

other concerns reported to SLT.  

• Staff are all aware of the principles of GIRFEC and have a knowledge of the SHANARRI 

wellbeing indicators. An In-Service helped staff to develop their understanding of 

SHANARRI and a whole school topic was developed to increase awareness of each 

indicator and then shared with parents. 

• There is a clear programme to support HWB in school in relation to physical, mental and 

emotional wellbeing.  Staff are confident using SCARF to enhance learning in these 

areas.  

• Our school values promote resilience, challenge, support, kindness and growth.  Most 

children can discuss these values and what they mean. 

• Most classes have a daily feeling check in which allows pupils to share their feelings and 

develops emotional literacy skills.  These continued throughout online learning and 

allowed staff to support individuals as necessary.  

• Health and Wellbeing is tracked through tracking and monitoring discussions.  The 

opinions of pupils, parents and staff are gathered through surveys. 

• Assemblies, community partnerships and curricular activities encourage discussion, 

reflection and appreciation of faith, diversity and wellbeing. 

• Staff are aware of procedures to identify, assess and plan for pupils with additional 

support needs. Where appropriate, IEPs, MAPs and risk assessments are completed for 

individual pupils. These are developed with pupils, parents and other services as 

necessary.  

• Chronologies are in place in school and staff are aware of how to use these.  Pastoral 

notes have been introduced on SEEMIS and staff completed training on this. 



• Tracking meetings between SLT and class teachers focus on support and challenge for 

individuals as well as discussions on the success of targeted interventions.  These 

discussions allow for successful deployment of PSA and SFL support. 

• Class teachers work with ASL teacher to plan necessary interventions for pupils. 

• ASL teacher offers learning and teaching support, consultation, direct intervention and 

professional development. Team teaching with class teachers has not been possible this 

year due to restrictions. 

• ASL teacher has good relationships with families and outside agencies and is pro-active 

in addressing next steps.  During online learning ASL teacher continued to work with 

individual children and groups.  

• Transition programmes and activities are in place for Early Years/Primary/Secondary to 

ensure the well-being of pupils. Transition meetings are held annually for ASN pupils 

involving previous and new teacher.  Procedures are in place to ensure these transition 

activities are completed as much as possible given the current situation. 

• Risk assessments are in place in relation to COVID regulations and are updated and 

shared with staff and parents as necessary. 

• Parent Engagement events began and provided opportunities for targeted parents to 

become involved in pupil’s learning and build relationships with the school.  

• Preview learning videos and tasks in some stages within the school, allowed parents to 

become more involved in their child’s learning and support as necessary.  

• Parents were provided with clear information on what online learning would look like at 

Uryside School to help them plan appropriately. 

• Seesaw has been used alongside Facebook, Twitter, School Newsletters and Groupcall 

to ensure parents have the necessary information to support their children.  

 
 

How do you know? 
What evidence do you have of positive impact on learners?  

  

• Expectations are shared across the school and all pupils and staff are aware of these.  

• There is a positive, supportive ethos in school which is commented on by visitors to the 

building, 

• Procedures are in place for any comments, queries or complaints relating to the school 

or individuals.  

• All staff complete yearly Child Protection training.  

• Local authority training on data protection and equality and diversity are completed by 

staff as well as extra training on areas such as UNRC. 

• Staff and children are aware of the SHANARRI indicators and these are used to assist 

with Health and wellbeing planning.  

• Uryside School uses Seasons for Growth programme and SCARF/ ALEC resources.  

• Pupils access the Sunshine Partnership as required.   

• Partnerships are in place with local Rotary Club, police liaison, local councillors and 

community officers.   

• The Aberdeenshire Dyslexia friendly toolkit and autism friendly toolkit have been utilised 

to provide ongoing support for all learners. Individual children are offered extra 

resources such as talking tins as required. 

• Links are made with Dyslexia outreach and ASPECTS to support learners.  



• Targeted support is provided by class teachers, IPT staff, Pupil Support Worker and 

others such as SALT/EAL. Educational Psychologist takes part in the planning and 

assessment for pupils.  

• Outside agencies such as school nurse, doctor and CAHMS are also involved with the 

consideration of targeted support for individual pupils.   

• Some staff are nurture trained and use this to support pupils. Although nurture groups 

have not been able to run this year nurturing strategies have become more evident in 

the school. 

• The school keeps an up to date audit of need to support the deployment of staff and 

consideration of interventions to be planned for to support pupils.    

• MAAPM process being fully implemented.  Regular meetings with staff, parents and 

other agencies to meet pupils’ needs.    

• SLT meets termly with SFL staff in order to plan appropriately to meet individual need.  

This is reviewed for impact on a termly basis too.    

• A buddy system is in place to support new P1 children.  

• The cluster has a comprehensive transition programme run in partnership with cluster 

primaries/Inverurie Academy/ Active Schools and CLD.  There are series of visits in 

place.  There is an enhanced transition programme in place for any pupils who would 

benefit from this - academy staff team provide a range of opportunities to engage with 

pupils and their families.  These have been adapted as necessary due to COVID 

• The needs of individual children were considered in terms of literacy, maths and HWB 

during online learning. Teachers offered individual meets with children who needed as 

necessary. 

 
 

What are you going to do now? 
What are your improvement priorities in this area? 

• Continue to develop approaches and incorporate more opportunities to develop mental 
wellbeing including the use of pets, mindfulness, yoga etc. as trialled during session 2019-
2020.  

• Further develop approaches to reviewing the impact of targeted interventions on our pupils 
over time, particularly PSA led interventions.  

• Continue to build capacity as a team to ensure the needs of all pupils are met.  Number of 
pupils requiring targeted interventions has continued to increase. 

• Continue to embed whole school nurturing approaches. Staff will be given ongoing 
opportunities to cascade any information from training received.    

• Develop Health and Wellbeing tracking  
• Embed use of SEEMIS to record chronologies and include any alleged incidents of 

bullying.   
• Roll out the use of Preview learning across the school to involve parents in their child’s 

learning.  
• Consider further the use of parental involvement events for both the whole parent 

community and targeted parents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



QI 3.2 Raising attainment and achievement  
Attainment in literacy and numeracy 
Attainment over time 
Overall quality of learners’ achievement 
Equity for all learners 

Relevant NIF priority: All 
Relevant NIF driver(s): Assessment of children’s progress, School improvement, 
Performance information 
Level of quality for core QI:  Satisfactory 
(HGIOS?4/HGIOELC? 1-6 scale) 
 

How well are you doing? 
What’s working well for your learners?  

• Attainment in literacy and numeracy for all learners is central to the work of our school and 

is featured in the annual improvement priorities, balanced alongside HWB monitoring.  

• The use of a tracking and monitoring system of attainment highlights that most children at 

Uryside Primary School attain or exceed expected levels for literacy and numeracy, despite 

a high level of need and significantly adapted curriculums for a few pupils.  

• Attainment data is discussed and analysed at tracking/planning discussions throughout the 

year with HT and CTs.  

• Attainment data from standardised assessments demonstrates that there is a good match 

between this and teacher’s professional judgements; discussions are also used to identify 

individuals requiring targeted support from all staff to remove barriers, including poverty, and 

ensure equity for all.  

• Expertise is sought from ASN, EPS and partner agencies such as SLT, CAMHS, OT, to 

select appropriate interventions.  

• Attainment is compared against local and national averages at Cluster reviews and is 

beginning to show progress being made in Reading and Numeracy (using Maths Mastery 

approaches).  

• Overall, our learners are successful, show confidence, are responsible and contribute fully 

to the life of our school. Their opinions are sought and acted upon allowing them ownership 

of initiatives and their school community.  

• Pupil participation in their wider community is successful through partnership with a variety 

of different links including Poppy Teas, Christmas Nativity, Community Café, school fairs, 

Active Schools, Deeside River Trust, local Rotary Club and other adhoc engagements. 

• Wider achievement is celebrated and shared within individual classes, at whole school 

assemblies, and written about in the Weekly News.  



• All staff encourage all pupils at all stages to see links between what their learning and life 

skills. Good collaborative working with stage partners to ensure effective transitions, 

involving EPS/CLD where necessary. 

• Staff meetings have focused on teachers understanding of progression of a level specifically 

through moderation activities. 

• Core curriculum areas were prioritized throughout periods of home learning and regular 

consultation with pupils, parents and staff determined the focus, presentation, 

communication and quantity of learning. 

How do you know? 
What evidence do you have of positive impact on learners?  

• Appropriate supports are put in place based on attainment conversations.  

• Expertise is sought from ASN/partner agencies to select appropriate interventions. 
• The use of a tracking and monitoring system of attainment highlights that most children at 

Uryside Primary School attain or exceed expected levels for literacy and numeracy, despite 
a high level of need and significantly adapted curriculums for a few pupils. 

What are you going to do now? 
What are your improvement priorities in this area? 

• Continue to track attainment, including attainment over time to pick up trends, evaluate 
and use for identifying improvement priorities.  

• Staff development time should be used to analyse the SNSA information and use as 
appropriate for all staff.  

• Continue to develop moderation opportunities across the school and cluster to ensure 
shared expectations to bring greater consistency in teacher professional judgement.  

• Increase cluster collaboration work via the cluster network for moderation purposes.  



Impact of our developments – Nursery  
In this section we will outline the Targets we set last session and identify the progress we have made during session 2020-2021. 

Key priority 2020-2021 

 
 

Key actions undertaken 

 
 

Impact (achieved throughout 2020-2021) 

Leadership and approach to 

improvement 

 

•  We worked with staff and children for everyone to begin 
to recognise the visions values and aims and incorporated 
the SHANARRI into this.  

• A robust QA calendar was formulated. 
• An induction system for new staff was introduced 
• Regular self evaluation meetings that all staff took part in. 
• Leadership staff moderated closely new systems for 

monitoring children's progress over time. 

 
Children have a better understanding of SHANARRI and 
hat it means for them.  
Staff have a better understanding of their responsibilities. 
Staff are more confident in the self-evaluation process and 
recognise the importance of these professionals' 
discussions when moving forward.  

Learning experiences are aligned 
with the curriculum. Outcomes for all 
children are improved 

• Ensure the learning opportunities available for children 
have a clear focus on literacy, numeracy ensuring it is 
widespread across all contexts. 

• Environment audits- using core provision posters. 
• Further training obtained- emergent literacy. Maths 

all Around. 
• Given children ownership of learning and making 

opportunity for choice throughout the environment. 
• Started to build relationship with Early level staff 

although not fully due to COVID. 
• Promoting diversity in society.  
• Improving interactions and questioning.  
• Planning in varied timescale- responsive, termly and 

yearly. 
• Next steps brought to planning meetings. 
• Achievements from home should eb shared on see 

saw from parents.  
• Tracking and monitoring meetings with senior staff. 

All children now have a learning journey that reflects their 
progress across all areas of the curriculum. Staff are 
recognising how to write a significant observation with a 
measurable next step allowing for progress in all children. 
Staff are keeping records of children’s progress and when 
next steps have been reviewed, this has been monitored by 
Lead staff ensuring consistency across the team.  
The environment is resourced, and particular attention is 
now being paid to literacy and numeracy opportunities 
being offered. Staff understand the link between 
observation, planning and the environment and how these 
all link together. This has meant more meaningful play 
opportunities are being planned for children.  
Staff have been working on interactions and the use of 
open ended questioning which has allowed for richer 
observations and more challenge for children moving 
forward. 
Tracking and monitoring meetings have taken place across 
the year allowing us to identify any children we felt required 
more support or challenge and we have been able to plan 
accordingly for this. This has meant arly intervention has 
happened and this has meant closely working with other 
professionals to establish MAPM or IEPS where necessary.  



• Profile monitoring done by leadership.  

Inclusion and wellbeing for 
all children  

• Use of pastoral notes for SEEMIS. 

• Children learned SHANARRI and used as HomeLink 
activity. 

• Focus on wellbeing as part of covid recovery. 

• Creating a safe working environment for staff and 
children whilst following Scottish guidance.  

Huge focus on wellbeing has been so important as our 
children have had  disrupted year. WE have worked 
hard with our children to focus on wellbeing and 
emotions. We use the colour monster story which 
children are familiar with. This allowed daily emotion 
check ins which children benefited from to be able to 
identify different emotions. Feedback form parents on 
this was great. They have seen how they could use 
this at home. Staff are always kept up to date with the 
latest ELC risk assessment for Covid, this has easily 
been shared through email so accessible to all and 
any updates have been emailed in a timely manner.  



How good is our leadership at all levels? 

QI 1.2 Leadership of learning 
 

Relevant NIF priority: All 
Relevant NIF driver(s): School leadership, professionalism, School improvement 
Level of quality for core QI:  Satisfactory 
(HGIOS?4/HGIOELC? 1-6 scale) 

How well are you doing? 
What’s working well for your learners?  

• Staff have been given opportunity to take ownership of learning areas within the nursery.  

• Staff are required to undertake CPD opportunities as part of their SSSC Codes of practise which 
staff have had lots of opportunity to do over the last year.  

• Staff are aware that children need to lead on their learning. Staff take on board children’s interest 
and plan accordingly.  

• Helper boards were introduced for children. 

• Routines were beginning to form for tidying up.  

• Children take part in risk assessing outdoors. 

• We have worked with children to support them to recognise the SHANARRI. Children created 
characters to help them. 

How do you know? 
What evidence do you have of positive impact on learners?  

• Helper boards displayed. - Giving children confidence, self-belief and responsibility. 

• CPD records from staff. 

• Child friendly risk assessments. 

• Book creator of areas of development.  

• Children learning journeys show the record of SHANARRI achieved by children.  

• Staff morale is up. 

• Performance reviews. 
 

What are you going to do now? 
What are your improvement priorities in this area? 

•  Working groups will be established. 

•  Peer observations and peer pairing.  
•  Encourage returning children to support new children with routines. 
• Updating care plans to get more information from families.  
•  Build self-belief in staff that they can take on a role and be in charge. Empowering 

the team to use their own strengths.  
•  Make links with other professionals. (Visiting other settings, SALT, Ed Psych etc) 
• Build a QA calendar that reflects leadership at all levels) 
• Taking on new roles and responsibilities to build on knowledge and skills. 
• Encouraging children to lead in their learning. Setting individual targets and 

displaying this for children to access. 
• Staff to work on getting to know their key children as individuals better to better 

plan for new experiences. Revisiting care plans regularly and make lots of time to 
get to know the children well.  



• Recognising how Professional learning is impacting our practise and outcomes for 
children and families. 

• Parental involvement- what will covid allow? Getting input from home, sharing 
home life. Get them involved with focus groups.  
 



How good are our learning experiences on offer in relation to 
literacy?  
 

QI 2.2 Curriculum 

Relevant NIF priority: All 
Relevant NIF driver(s): Teacher professionalism, School leadership, Parental 
engagement, Assessment of children’s progress 
Level of quality for core QI:  Weak 
(HGIOS?4/HGIOELC? 1-6 scale) 

How well are you doing? 
What’s working well for your learners?  

• Gather times available for children to discuss and listen.  

• Plenty mark making available throughout the environment. Mark making has 
its own space in the room. 

• Environmental print.  Printed and written.  
• Role modelling from staff. 
• Story of the week- Emergent literacy. 
• Makaton sign of the week. 
• Helicopter stories.  
• Use of talking teddies for talking and listening in groups.  
• Newsbooks are available for all children to share news from home.  
• Literature available in lots of areas of nursery. Good mix of fiction and non-

fiction.  
• Making playdough recipes for children to use. 
• Hand washing picture lines 
• Staff have looked at Highland Literacy 

How do you know? 
What evidence do you have of positive impact on learners?  

• Environment Audits, 

• Rich significant observations in learning journals.  
• Home link on See Saw. 
• Helicopter story books. 
• Book creator areas of development.  
• Talking teddys displayed. 
• Floor books with records of learning discussion. 
• Planning is recorded on book creator.  
• Parent surveys and e-form results.  
• Working with SALT- Communication passports, PECS and PIXON training. 

 
 



What are you going to do now? 
What are your improvement priorities in this area? 

• Create a rich and enabling environment  

• Using widgits around the room for key areas.  
• Make child friendly instruction manuals. Include pictures and words. (e.g torch instructions) 
• Using the Leuven scale to measure Literacy across the environment.  
• Emergent literacy- puppets, story of the week, rhymes, dough disco. 

• Link to primary 1 to support emerging literacy. - Member of staff further up the school to 

help as she has delivered this training.  

• Story of the week-use the emergent literacy processes to get the best form the experience.  

• Support parents in what literacy looks like in nursery in learning through play.  
• Using high skilled questioning to challenge children's thinking and learning.  
• Use of talking teddies with small groups to support talking and listening.  

 



Improving our use of digital technologies in the learning 
environment.  
 

QI 3.3 Developing creativity and skills for life and learning 
 

Relevant NIF priority: All 
Relevant NIF driver(s): Assessment of children’s progress  
Performance information 
Level of quality for core QI:  Good 
(HGIOS?4/HGIOELC? 1-6 scale) 

How well are you doing? 
What’s working well for your learners?  

•  Daily use of smartboard, using children’s interests to enhance learning using ICT. 

• Reflection time about what learning children have been doing at home- shown through 
See-saw & online videos/games/songs. 

• Children can access educational games through the iPad & smart board. 
• Sharing children’s learning through See-saw & the learning environment through Thinglink. 
• New ICT resources added to room. Children have been supported in using these & can 

access and use these purposely with little support. 
• All staff have upskilled ICT knowledge over last year, accessing online training 

opportunities and gained more confidence in using Ipads, computers and different apps. 

How do you know? 
What evidence do you have of positive impact on learners?  

• Children choose to use smartboard, Ipads and ICT resources daily and can do so mostly 
independently. 

• Observations on See-saw 
• ICT learning opportunities within different areas within room. 
• Children can recognise different ICT equipment within the areas of the room. 

 

What are you going to do now? 
What are your improvement priorities in this area? 

• Create an enabling environment that supports children’s ICT development across the 
nursery 

• Make child friendly instructions to enable children to gain a better understanding 
independently. 

• Parent involvement??? 
• Build links with primary 1 & local schools using ICT technologies such as email, facetime 

to communicate digitally with others. 
 

 

 
 



Capacity for improvement 
 
School and Nursery staff are fully committed to striving for continuous improvement. 
We wish to provide the very best for every child in our care. In this task, we are 
increasingly advised by performance data, such as pupil attainment data, so we can 
see clearly what we need to improve. 
We will continue to look inwards, outwards and forwards to prepare and equip our 
young people for their future. We will continue to work in partnership with parents, 
health professionals, and others to ‘get it right’ for every child. 
 

PEF Plan 2021-2022  
 

Identified gap 

Closing the Literacy and Numeracy attainment gap 
Engaging pupils in enrichment activities outside of school 

Expenditure 

Targetted GL testing  
Targetted additional online resources for 
home use  
Additional 1.5 fte targeted PSA support  
Additional teacher 0.28 fte  
Children’s University subscription - £400 
Supporting identified pupils in engaging in 
Active Schools, school trips, etc 

£    1,500 
£       800 
 
£  22,486 
£  12,381 
£       400 
£    1,884 

Total £   39,451 

Expected 
outcomes 

Increased pupil engagement 
Increased attainment in numeracy and literacy 
Increased wider achievement 
 

Impact 
Measurements 

Targetted GL testing  
Analysis of SNSA data 
Analysis of engagement information 
Tracking of wider achievement 
 
 

 

 
 



Primary Action Plan 1 - Learning, Teaching and Assessment 
 

National Improvement 
Framework Priorities 

HGIOS and ELCC 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-
improvement 
1.2 Leadership for learning 
1.3  Leadership of change 
     
2.3  Learning teaching and 
assessment   
   
3.1  Improving/ ensuring wellbeing, 
equality and  inclusion  
Specific to HGIOS 4  
3.2  Raising attainment and 
achievement  
3.3  Increasing creativity and 
employability  
Specific to HGIOELC  
3.2  Securing children’s progress  
3.3  Developing creativity and skills 
for life 

Aberdeenshire Priorities: 
 1. Improving learning, teaching and 
assessment. 
 2. Partnership working to raise 
attainment. 
 3. Developing leadership at all levels. 
 4 Improvement through self-
evaluation. 
 
 
 

• Improvement in 
attainment, 
particularly in literacy 
and numeracy.  

• Closing the 
attainment gap 
between the most 
and least 
disadvantaged 
children.  

 
 

Key drivers of 
improvement  
School leadership  
 
Teacher professionalism  
 
School improvement  

Priority 1a : To improve pupil 
engagement and attainment in literacy  
 

Data/evidence informing priority: QA class obs, Engagement with pupil 
groups using HGIOS 4, Pupil surveys completed 
 

Key actions By whom When? 

 
 
How will we evaluate 
impact? 
(Measurements of 
success) 

Progress 

 
On Track 

Behind 
Schedule 

Not 
Achieved 

• Primary focus on Reading for 
Enjoyment across the school.  
Reading month planned and 
led by the Literacy 
Development group.   

• Assess where children are in 
their reading through 
implementing PM 
benchmarking across the 
school and using the reading 
progression.  Training on 
implementing this to be 
provided for all staff and PSA’s 
involved. 

• Roll out the planning 
documentation for Literacy to 
ensure consistency, coverage 
and progression.  Reading 
strategy progression to be 
embedded and consistently 
used across the school. 

• Coaching and mentoring will be 
provided to improve reading 
and phonics pedagogy.   

L McGunnigle and 
Literacy 
Development 
Group 
 
 
All Staff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All Staff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LMcGunnigle  /Lit 
group 
 

Septem
ber 
 
 
 
 
October 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jul 22 
 
 

The audit from the beginning 
to the end of the year will 
show a marked improvement. 
 
PM benchmarking will give 
data on where children should 
be.  Children will be following 
the progression and further 
assessments will show they 
are at the appropriate stage. 
 
All staff will be planning 
experience in line with the 
progressions.  This will be 
visible in classrooms and 
discussed during triangulation 
meetings. 
 
Improvement in consistency 
across the school during 
observations and within 
children’s work. 
 
Feedback from parents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00491758.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00491758.pdf
https://education.gov.scot/improvement/Documents/Frameworks_SelfEvaluation/FRWK2_NIHeditHGIOS/FRWK2_HGIOS4.pdf
https://education.gov.scot/improvement/Documents/Frameworks_SelfEvaluation/FRWK1_NIHeditSelf-evaluationHGIELC/HGIOELC020316Revised.pdf


• Working in partnership with 
parents to promote the 
enjoyment of reading and guide 
families in how to support their 
child at home. 

 

• Introduce ‘The Literacy 

Curriculum.’ Include 

opportunities for writing for a 

purpose in the school 

curriculum. Explain how to use 

the scheme of work to all staff 

including those who are new to 

the school.  

• Ensure the school has 

sufficient resources for 

teaching each unit.   

• Amend / create a new marking 

policy, agreed by the Literacy 

Development Group. Use 

stamps to ensure marking is 

consistent across the school. A 

child friendly approach is 

necessary where pupils can 

address feedback and edit 

work independently. 

• Assessment across writing four 

times per year. This will be 

used to measure progress of 

individual children. 
             Week beginning –  

✓ 11th October 2021 
✓ 13th December 2021 
✓ 28th March 2022 
✓ 27th June 2022 

• Access to the website will be 

provided and digital copies of 

the scheme will be added to the 

share point digitally. 

• Moderation of writing across 

the school. 
Green Area 

Orange Area 

Yellow Area 

Purple Area  

• Moderation of writing across 

the cluster. 

• Coaching and mentoring 

opportunities. 

• Pupil Voice Questionnaires  

• Learning Walks – Writing  

• Writing Targets for pupils 

• Writing statements provided for 

staff indicating working 

towards, working at, working 

above 

All Staff 
    
 
 
 
 
S. Christie 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S. Christie 
 
 
 
S. Christie 

L. McGunnigle 

Lit Group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All Staff  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S. Christie 
 
 
 
 
All Staff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S. Christie  
 
 
S. Christie 

April 22 
 
 
 
 
 
Sept 21 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing  
 
 
 
 
Sept 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sept / 
Oct 
 
 
 
Ongoing  
 
 
 
 
 
TBC 
 
 
 
Ongoing  
 
April 22 
 
TBC 
 
October  

Improvement in consistency 
across the school during 
learning walks and within 
children’s work.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessments in writing aim to 
show progression. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moderation discussions where 
the sharing of expectations 
and understanding of 
standards to improve the 
consistency of teacher 
judgements about student 
learning.  
 
 
 
 
 
Feedback from pupil voice.  
 
 
 
 



Priority 1b : To improve pupils 
attainment application in numeracy and 
maths  

Data/evidence informing priority: QA class obs, Engagement with pupil 
groups using HGIOS 4, Pupil surveys completed 

Key actions By whom When? 

 
 
How will we evaluate 
impact? 
(Measurements of 
success) 

Progress 

On Track 

Behind 
Schedule 

Not 
Achieved 

 

• Develop journaling across the 
school at all stages.  Begin 
with a journaling Friday with 
the aim to embed into regular 
practice 

• Provide CLPL input to the 
main types of journaling, 
providing pupil evidence and 
exemplars of how this can be 
applied to their stage. 

• Create Numeracy framework 
to bring together all plans, 
procedures and resources in a 
quick guide for staff. 

• Develop Uryside Numeracy 
progression, linking MNP 
topics to national benchmarks. 

• Development of summative 
assessments to link MNP 
topics to national benchmarks. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
All Staff 
 
 
 
D Shanks 
 
 
 
 
D Shanks/ HMIE 
support 

 
Jan 22 
 
 
 
Aug 21 
 
 
 
 
Jan 22 

 
Evidence from Pupil 
journals 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Increase accuracy of 
predictions based on 
national benchmarks.  
Benchmarks more align 
to SNSA scores. 
 
 

 

 

  



Primary Action plan 2 – Curriculum  
National Improvement Framework 
Priorities HGIOS and ELCC 

1.3  Leadership of change 
1.4  Leadership and management of 
staff/  practitioners 
1.5  Management of resources to 
promote equity 
2.1  Safeguarding and child protection 
2.2  Curriculum 
2.3  Learning teaching and assessment 
2.6  Transitions 
2.7  Partnerships  
3.1  Improving/ ensuring wellbeing, 
equality and  inclusion  
Specific to HGIOS 4  
3.2  Raising attainment and achievement  
3.3  Increasing creativity and 
employability  
Specific to HGIOELC  
3.2  Securing children’s progress  
 

 
 

Aberdeenshire Priorities: 
 1. Improving learning, teaching 
and assessment. 
 2. Partnership working to raise 
attainment. 
 3. Developing leadership at all 
levels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

• Closing the attainment gap 
between the most and least 
disadvantaged children.  

• Improvement in children and 
young people’s health and 
wellbeing.  

KKey drivers of improvement  
School leadership  
 
Parental engagement  
 
Assessment of children’s progress 
 

Priority 2 : To develop a cohesive programme and progression 
for digital literacy skills and embed across the school  
 

Data/evidence informing priority:  Engagement with pupil 
groups using HGIOS 4, Pupil surveys completed, parent surveys, 
awareness of and use of SHANARRI indicators 

Key actions By whom When? 

 
 
How will we 
evaluate impact? 
(Measurements 
of success) 

Progress 

 
On Track 

Behind 
Schedule 

Not 
Achieved 

Review, develop and produce a clear progression for 
digital skills. 
Present to staff. 
Plan and implement opportunities to develop pupil’s 
digital skills into termly planner  
Provide training on any new apps or digital skills 
introduced via the progression. 
Digital resources audit to ensure we have sufficient 
provision of devices to effectively deliver a cohesive 
programme 
 
 

H McLeod 
 
H McLeod 
All staff 
 
H McLeod/D 
Shanks 
D Shanks 
 
 

  
 

Aug21 
 
Dec 21 
 
 
Jan 21 
Dec 21 

Improvements in 
consistency of 
approach 
Evident in planning 
Evident in 
development of pupils’ 
key digital skills 
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Primary Action plan 3 – Community Engagement and Partnership  
 

National Improvement Framework 
Priorities 

HGIOS and ELCC 
1.2 Leadership for learning 
1.3  Leadership of change 
1.5  Management of resources to 
promote equity 
2.1  Safeguarding and child protection 
2.2  Curriculum 
2.3  Learning teaching and assessment 
2.4  Personalised support  
2.5  Family learning 
2.7  Partnerships  
3.1  Improving/ ensuring wellbeing, 
equality and  inclusion  
Specific to HGIOS 4  
3.2  Raising attainment and achievement  
3.3  Increasing creativity and 
employability  
Specific to HGIOELC  
3.2  Securing children’s progress  
3.3  Developing creativity and skills for 
life 
 

Aberdeenshire Priorities: 
 1. Improving learning, teaching 
and assessment. 
 2. Partnership working to raise 
attainment. 
 3. Developing leadership at all 
levels. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Improvement in attainment, 
particularly in literacy and 
numeracy.  

• Closing the attainment gap 
between the most and least 
disadvantaged children.  

• Improvement in children and 
young people’s health and 
wellbeing.  

• Improvement in employability 
skills and sustained, positive 
destinations.  

Key drivers of improvement  
Teacher professionalism  
 
Parental engagement  
 
Assessment of children’s progress 
 
 

Priority 3 : To develop engagement and partnership working 
with families and the wider community  
 
 

Data/evidence informing priority:  Partnership working data,  
Pupil survey groups, Pupil council meetings, HMIe 
recommendations 
 
 

Key actions By whom When? 

 
 
How will we 
evaluate impact? 
(Measurements 
of success) 

Progress 

 
On Track 

Behind 
Schedule 

Not 
Achieved 

•  Develop mental wellbeing in school through 
different strategies. 

• Continue to develop whole school nurturing 
approaches. 

• Implement a consistent form of Preview 
Learning across the school and share with 
parents. 

• Plan parental engagement opportunities for 
individuals and whole community. 

• Adopt designated charities for each level of the 
school to learn about and support. 

 

L Paterson 

 

S Robertson 

 
J Anderson 

 

 

SLT 

Whole 

school 

 

 
Ongoing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Stakeholder 
feedback 
Surveys 
 
Parent feedback 
and surveys 
Increased parental 
engagement 
 
Knowledge of 
charity work 
Funds raised 
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Nursery Action Plan 1 – Leadership at all levels 
 

National Improvement Framework 
Priorities 

HGIOS and ELCC 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement 
1.2 Leadership for learning 
1.3  Leadership of change 
1.4  Leadership and management of 
staff/  practitioners 
1.5  Management of resources to 
promote equity 
2.1  Safeguarding and child protection 
2.2  Curriculum 
2.3  Learning teaching and assessment 
2.4  Personalized support  
2.5  Family learning 
2.6  Transitions 
2.7  Partnerships  
3.1  Improving/ ensuring wellbeing, 
equality and  inclusion  
Specific to HGIOS 4  
3.2  Raising attainment and achievement  
3.3  Increasing creativity and 
employability  
Specific to HGIOELC  
3.2  Securing children’s progress  
3.3  Developing creativity and skills for 
life 

Care standards: 4.19 I benefit from 
a culture of continuous 
improvement, with the 

organisation having robust and 
transparent      quality assurance 

processes. 
 Self-evaluation is at the heart of 
everything that we do in our setting. 
Pg13 (HGIOELC) 
 
There is a strong ethos of 
improvement through sharing 
practice, and through peer support 
and challenge. Pg13 (HGIOELC) 
 
Practitioners are proactive in the 
change process and in evaluating 
the impact of improvements. Pg17 
(HGIOELC) 

 
 
 
 
 

Key drivers of improvement : 
 

• Education Scotland 
Inspection report highlighted 
key improvements 

• There has been a significant 
change in Leadership in the 
last 6 months. 

• Large intake of new staff.  
 
 
  

Priority 1 : To improve pupil involvement in the learning 
process 
 

Data/evidence informing priority: QA class obs, Engagement 
with pupil groups using HGIOS 4, Pupil surveys completed 
 

Key actions By whom When? 

 
 
How will we 
evaluate 
impact? 
(Measurements 
of success) 

Progress 

 
On Track 

Behind 
Schedule 

Not 
Achieved 

• Working groups will be established- Taking on 
new roles and responsibilities to build on 
knowledge and skills. Build self-belief in staff 
that they can take on a role and be in charge. 
Empowering the team to use their own 
strengths. 

 

•  Peer observations and peer pairing.  
 

•  Encourage returning children to support new 
children with routines. 

 

• Updating care plans to get more information 
from families.  

 

•  Make links with other professionals. (Visiting 
other settings, SALT, Ed Psych etc) 

 

 

 

All Staff 

 

All Staff 

 

Returning 

Children 

and Staff  

All staff and 

parents 

Lead Staff 

Staff & 

Other 

professional

s 

 

August 
2021 
 
 
Start 
October 
2021 
 
August 
2021 
 
October/No
vember 
2021 
 
August/Sep
tember 
2021 

We will keep notes 
from any focus group 
meetings where 
progress will be 
tracked. This will be a 
good indication of 
whether this is 
working. We will 
gather feedback from 
staff, Children and 
families.  
 
We will have a record 
of these observations 
that have taking place. 
We will also gather 
feedback from staff.  
 
We will observe 
children supporting 
others and link to the 

 

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00491758.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00491758.pdf
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• Build a QA calendar that reflects leadership at 
all levels) 

 

• Encouraging children to lead in their learning. 
Setting individual targets and displaying this for 
children to access. Staff to work on getting to 
know their key children as individuals better to 
better plan for new experiences. Revisiting 
care plans regularly and make lots of time to 
get to know the children well.  

 

• Recognising how Professional learning is 
impacting our practise and outcomes for 
children and families. 

 

• Parental involvement- what will covid allow? 
Getting input from home, sharing home life. 
Get them involved with focus groups. 

EYSP/EYLP

S 

All Staff 

Children 

and staff 

 

All Staff 

 

All Staff 

 

 

All Staff 

All Staff 

 

Focus 

group to 

lead and All 

staff to be 

involved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
August/Sep
tember 
2021 
 
August 
2021 
 
As soon as 
covid 
allows for 
flexibility. 
From 
September 
(Virtually?) 
 

planning to establish 
how effective this was. 
 
Care plans will be 
updated, and staff will 
feel they know their 
children more- Staff 
feedback required. 
Parent feedback 
required. 
 
We will keep a record 
of any meetings (face 
to face/Virtual) with 
other professionals 
recorded. Pastoral 
notes or paper in 
children's files. 
 
QA will be reviewed by 
all staff for feedback or 
effectiveness.  
 
Children will be more 
confident in 
recognising their own 
targets and most will 
be able to speak about 
these.  
 
SPD wall will be 
getting used during 
time of the floor and all 
input will be kept in a 
CDP folder as 
evidence. Staff 
feedback will be 
required to measure 
impact. Staff 
observation should 
see improved practise.  
 
We will keep a record 
of parental 
involvement and 
gather feedback form 
parents/staff and 
children on this. This 
will all depend on 
Covid guidance.  
 
 
 
 

 

  



Nursery Action plan 2 – Improving learning experiences in Literacy  
National Improvement Framework 
Priorities 

HGIOS and ELCC 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement 
1.2 Leadership for learning 
1.3  Leadership of change 
1.4  Leadership and management of 
staff/  practitioners 
1.5  Management of resources to 
promote equity 
2.1  Safeguarding and child protection 
2.2  Curriculum 
2.3  Learning teaching and assessment 
2.4  Personalised support  
2.5  Family learning 
2.6  Transitions 
2.7  Partnerships  
3.1  Improving/ ensuring wellbeing, 
equality and  inclusion  
Specific to HGIOS 4  
3.2  Raising attainment and achievement  
3.3  Increasing creativity and 
employability  
Specific to HGIOELC  
3.2  Securing children’s progress  
3.3  Developing creativity and skills for 
life 
HGIOS and ELCC 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement 
1.2 Leadership for learning 
1.3  Leadership of change 
1.4  Leadership and management of 
staff/  practitioners 
1.5  Management of resources to 
promote equity 
2.1  Safeguarding and child protection 
2.2  Curriculum 
2.3  Learning teaching and assessment 
2.4  Personalised support  
2.5  Family learning 
2.6  Transitions 
2.7  Partnerships  
3.1  Improving/ ensuring wellbeing, 
equality and  inclusion  
Specific to HGIOS 4  
3.2  Raising attainment and achievement  
3.3  Increasing creativity and 
employability  
Specific to HGIOELC  
3.2  Securing children’s progress  
3.3  Developing creativity and skills for 
life 

Care standards:  2.27 As a child, I 

can direct my own play and 
activities in the way that I 
choose, and freely access a wide 
range of experiences and 
resources suitable for my age 
and stage, which stimulate my 
natural curiosity, learning and 
creativity. 

 
We provide a high-quality 
curriculum framework for children 
that is very well matched to the 
stages of development of young 
children. pg 25 (HGIOELC) 
 
Professional learning and collegiate 
working are prioritised within the 
setting. Pg 27 (HGIOELC) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Key drivers of improvement : 

 

• Education Scotland 

Inspection report 

highlighted key 

improvements 

• We identified we need to 

up the numeracy and 

literacy opportunities based 

on past observations and 

progress. 
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Priority 2 : To improve the quality of learning experiences and 
progression 

Data/evidence informing priority:  Education Scotland feedback, 
observations 

Key actions By whom When? 

 
 
How will we 
evaluate 
impact? 
(Measurement
s of success) 

Progress 

 
On Track 

Behind 
Schedule 

Not 
Achieved 

• Create a rich and enabling environment  
• Using widgits around the room for key 

areas.  
• Make child friendly instruction manuals. 

Include pictures and words. (e.g torch 
instructions) 

• Using the Leuven scale to measure 
Literacy across the environment.  

• Emergent literacy- puppets, story of the 

week, rhymes, dough disco. Story of the 

week-use the emergent literacy processes 

to get the best form the experience. 

• Link to primary 1 to support emerging 

literacy. - Member of staff further up the 

school to help as she has delivered this 

training.  

• Support parents in what literacy looks like 
in nursery in learning through play.  

• Using high skilled questioning to challenge 
children's thinking and learning.  

• Use of talking teddies with small groups to 
support talking and listening. 

 

All Staff 
 
All Staff 
 
All staff 
 
Lead by SM 
+GL (term 1) 
 
EYSP/EYLP + 
GS  
 
All Staff 
 
All staff 
 
All Staff 
 
 
 
 

Start 
August 
2021 
 
Term 2 ( 
Instructi
on 
manuals
) 
 
Septem
ber 2021 
 
Term2 
(link 
with 
school 
 
Term 1 
(thing 
link) 
 
August 
2021 
 
 
 
 

 
Richer observations 
from children’s 
profiles. Level f 
engagement will 
improve across all 
the areas  
 
Leuven scales will 
be visible and theer 
will be a record of 
improvement 
through book creator 
 
Record of Literacy 
improvement and 
conversations taking 
pace with other staff. 
We will use book 
creator. We will also 
gather feedback 
from staff, parents 
and children. .  
 
The questions will e 
displayed around the 
room to prompt 
staffs questioning. 
This should make for 
richer observations. 
Children will be 
challenged in their 
interactions with 
staff. The children 
will make more 
progress over all 
areas of the 
curriculum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Nursery Action plan 3 – Digital Technologies 

National Improvement Framework 
Priorities 

HGIOS and ELCC 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement 
1.2 Leadership for learning 
1.3  Leadership of change 
1.4  Leadership and management of staff/ 
 practitioners 
1.5  Management of resources to promote 
equity 
2.1  Safeguarding and child protection 
2.2  Curriculum 
2.3  Learning teaching and assessment 
2.4  Personalized support  
2.5  Family learning 
2.6  Transitions 
2.7  Partnerships  
3.1  Improving/ ensuring wellbeing, equality 
and  inclusion  
Specific to HGIOS 4  
3.2  Raising attainment and achievement  
3.3  Increasing creativity and employability  
Specific to HGIOELC  
3.2  Securing children’s progress  
3.3  Developing creativity and skills for life 
or life 

• Children can select and 
use appropriate technology 
to learn or solve problems 
across a range of contexts 
with increasing confidence. 
Pg 46 (HGIOELC) 
 
Through exploratory play, 
all children have the 
opportunity to develop and 
apply investigative, 
problem solving and 
thinking skills. Pg 46 
(HGIOELC) 
 

 

 

 

Priority 1 : To improve pupil understanding of and ability to 
talk about their own health and wellbeing; to improve 
systems of monitoring and tracking health and wellbeing.  
 

Data/evidence informing priority:  Education Scotland feedback, 
discussions with pupils, discussions with staff. 
 

Key actions By whom When? 

 
 
How will 
we 
evaluate 
impact? 
(Measurem
ents of 
success) 

Progress 

 
On Track 

Behind 
Schedule 

Not 
Achieved 

• Create an enabling environment that 
supports children’s ICT development 
across the nursery 

 

• Make child friendly instructions to enable 
children to gain a better understanding 
independently. 

 

• Parent involvement- How can we use 
parental skills to develop this area? 

 

• Build links with primary 1 & local schools 
using ICT technologies such as email, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All Staff 

 

All Staff- ES 

(term 1 Lead) 

 

 

August 
2021 
 
 
Term 2/3 
 
 
Term 2 
 
 
October  
 
 

Children will 
be confident in 
using the ICT 
resources on 
offer and begin 
to develop new 
skills, 
evidenced in 
learning 
profiles. 
 
 
We will have a 
link with other 
schools to 
share impact 

 

Key drivers of improvement : 

 

• Education Scotland 

Inspection report 

highlighted key 

improvements 

• We identified we need to 

up the numeracy and 

literacy opportunities based 

on past observations and 

progress. 
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facetime to communicate digitally with 
others 

 

• Making contact with digital skills team to 
support (M.C) 

All Staff 

 

All Staff 

 

EYSP/EYLPs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

and good 
practise. This 
will be a good 
link for future 
working.  
 
 
Making a link 
with digital 
skills team will 
bring us new 
fresh ideas on 
ways to 
expand digital 
technologies in 
early years. 
This will be a 
collaborative 
approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wider Achievements  
 

The school had a very successful home learning programme during the second 

lockdown from January to March 2021. This included live daily lessons, high quality 

curricular inputs, pupil and family welfare checks, communication via Seesaw and 

weekly newsletters, live novel reading sessions, continuing staff collaboration and 

the provision of a hub for keyworker and vulnerable pupils at Uryside School.  

The school community demonstrated the school values of kindness, resilience, 

growing, challenge and support throughout the challenges of in school and home 

learning. Pupils demonstrated their independence and creativity in many ways and 

learned many new skills that will support them on their future journey through life. 

Engagement with the Uryside Award by many pupils allowed them to develop life 

skills through a progressive structure and many achieved significantly beyond their 

planned level.  

As a school, we have greatly increased our engagement with community art 

competitions and challenges. We have a number of talented young artists in our 

midst and had the winner of the Rotary Young Artist competition, with a number of 

highly commended entries. 

  

Memories are made of this: 
Despite 2020-21 being a very challenging year, full of uncertainty and disruption, the Uryside 

School community were still able to build lots of wonderful memories. These included: 

• Online learning. We will never forget learning maths with the Highland coos in P1 or 

Mrs J reading stories from a wheelbarrow. 

• The Singing Christmas tree visited school, we all took part in the ‘Santa Run’ and 

Santa’s Elves sent us letters at Christmas 

• A whole school, socially distanced outdoor disco in the summer term. The sight of Mr 

Shanks boogying will remain with us for a very long time 

• A very successful activities week for P7 close to school was great fun – especially 

seeing the staff going down the water slide 

• The development of our outdoor learning provision and the wonderful community 

effort to give us two log cabins to use as an outdoor classroom for years to come 

• A beautiful send off for our retiring janitor, Mr Ross, which we were all able to share 

despite the restrictions of covid due to the amazing power of the internet. 

• We all loved being able to have a whole school Christmas party - together but apart.  

• World Book Day community events welcoming all of our school community into a 

physical and virtual world of reading fun activities. There were some amazing, book 

based, scarecrows created around the catchment area for the community to find. 

• The P7 pupils substituted their physical school show for their own adaption of Romeo 

and Juliet. 

 

 



Wider Community Links 

We are very proud to belong to such a special and diverse, growing community. We are 
blessed to be supported by the wider community and to continue to build our community 
links through: 

• Fare Share (Grampian Opportunities) 
• Rotary Club of Inverurie 
• CHAP Construction 
• Barrett Homes 
• Deeside River Trust 
• Aberdeenshire Rangers Service 
• The P7 pupils  
• Right Here Productions 


